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_ Bowls help raise money for service
Brendan Moore

Winonan

News

In order to raise money for
the Winona Volunteer Services
Food Shelf, professor Anne
Plummer, started the Empty
Bowls program.
Empty Bowls was organized
by Plummer and students at
Winona State.
Soup donated by local
restaurants such as the Blue
Hereon Coffee House, were
- served in ceramic bowls that
participants were allowed to
take home. Although the price
of the bowls was originally set
at $18 and $15 for students, the
price decreased three dollars at
noon and again at 1p.m.
More then $1,700 was raised
from the event.
"The bowl is a great reminder
of the fact that some people
don't have as much to eat,"
Plummer said.
In preparation for the
fundraiser more than 200
bowls were made including
both wheel thrown and hand
made bowls.
Last month, a bowl-a-thon
was held on campus during
which, Plummer along with
other Winona area potters
produced 100 bowls that were
used during the fundraiser.
"It's kind of fun to work with
a little group on a project like
this," Plummer said.
While students in both of
Plummer's fall and spring
ceramics class also made bowls
for the fundraiser, bowls made
by kids in Plummer's

Professionals
offer assistance
on resumes

Arts
International
Dinner held on
campus

Sports
Winona baseball
sits at top of
conference

Lauren Robertson/Winonan
Anne Scott Plummer, left, helps Gretchen Cohenour pick out a bowl during the "Empty Bowls"
fundraiser Wednesday at Winona State University.

(50) 457-5520

See BOWLS, page 6
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Kids: Understanding the it behaviors

Do you...
qi Want to cover hard hitting news?
qi Want to review a movie?
Write your own column?
q5 Take photographs?
gS Cover sporting events?
The Winonan is looking for you!
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Mid West Music Fest is a communi ty
event planned by local AmeriCorps
members and college students.
We are presently seeking those
interested in sponsoring
opportunities and local musicians
for an all-ages, in-town music
festical. Proceeds will be donated to
the Winona Head Start program and
theWinona Fine Arts Commission..

Alyssa Homan

and therefore the teacher
became upset and sett him to
the office."
Last Wednesday Renelle
She also said, "In the
Nelson, coordinator of the teacher's eyes it seemed the
PACER Center (a parent child was deliberately being
center for families of disrespectful, however in
children and young adults reality he was just reacting
will all disabilities) came the way that was normal
to Winona State to speak for him. That's why, wheh
about challenging behaviors analyzing what appear to be
in young children as well as challenging behaviors, we
providing ways to .overcome must first look at how the
them.
child was brought up and
Nelson's
said
"Every what is normal to them."
challenging behavior can
This raises the question of
be thought of as a child's how challenging behaviors
solution to a problem and a can be differentiated
form of communication."
simply from the child's
Nelson went into more environmental behavior.
depth and said, "What parents
Challenging behaviors are
or authoritarian figures may "any behavior that persists
view as a problem is usually and is working for the child.
the only solution a child Nelson said. "For example,
knows to a certain issue."
when a child is truant enough,
Nelson gave a personal they get kicked out of school.
example of a disabled This reaction, being kicked
child that appeared to be out of class, is meeting their
disrespecting his teacher.
behavioral need; they are
"This 'child had an suspended and don't have
authoritative adult who was to be there. This teaches the
close with him and preferred child that, in order to not have
the child to call her by her to attend school for whatever
first name. When the child reason, all they have to do is
began going to school he be truant enough times and
was used to being on a first they won't have to go."
name basis with adults, so
Nelson said it's imperative
he instinctively called his to look at the child's
teacher by her first name as environment: "Discover
well. His teacher scolded him where the behavior is coming
and told the child to call her from, why it's happening
by her last name. The child at particular time or in a
immediately responded by particular place and what
using her first name again the function or purpose of
Winonan
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*Credit cards accepted*
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Coach
Chanel
Prada
D&G

See CHILD, page 4

Healthy Mondays

Pashmina Scarves, Minnesota Mittens
Register for a pair of Chanel Earrings!
Gregory's Purses + More/Facebook

Purses
Wallets
Sunglasses
Duffel bags

the behavior is. Even if the
behavior is inappropriate, the
function seldom is," Nelson
said.
When it comes to correcting
children's difficult behaviors,
Nelson said, "Instead of using
it as an opportunity to punish,
view it as an opportunity to
teach the child a skill that
they will need for the rest of
their life."
Nelson said punishment
is only a short term solution
that "can accelerate the
behaviors" which "may stop
something temporarily, but
does not change it.
"It doesn't teach appropriate
behavior; it teaches children
that it's acceptable to use
power to control people," she
said.
Instead of telling children
what not to do, Nelson said
it's easier for the child to
understand if you tell them
what they're supposed to do.
"If they are running in the
house, rather than telling
them 'don't run,' you can tell
them to 'use walking feet.'
Catch the child when they're
being good and acknowledge
their attempts even if they're
not totally successful. It
helps to encourage the child
to act on the good behaviors
that are being recognized,"
Nelson said.
Another successful tactic

Winona State University's
Healthy Mondays will
host a vegetarian nutrition
discussion at 7 p.m. Monday,
in Dining Rooms C and D of
Kryzsko Commons.
The discussion, presented
by dietician Jill Henscheid,
will reveal the health benefits
of incorporating vegetarian
and vegan practices into a
person's diet.
For more information, call
Kelli McClintick at 507-4575619.

BIKE
Monday, April

12 —

K

Friday, April

2010

16, 2010

Pump Up Your Bike
Stop by the Gazebo in the middle of campus to pump up your bicycle tires and oil your bike chain.
Enter to win prizes including bike lights, bike helmets, and two Trek bikes.
Every afternoon, 12:00 — 400 p.m., at the Gazebo

Intro to Mountian Biking
The WSU Mountain Bike Club will lead this introductory bike ride.
Monday, April 12, 5:00 — 6:oo p.m.

The Winonan
is the place

Basic Bike Maintenance/Repair Workshop
Students from the WSU Bike Station will lead thishow-to workshop.
Tuesday, April 13, 400 - 5:00 p.m.

Intro to Road Cycling

Looking for
reporters,
columnists &
photographers.

The WSU Cycling Club will lead this introductory bike ride.
Wednesday, April 14, 400 - 5:00 p.m.

Bicycle Scavenger Hunt
Thursd.ay, April 15, 4:00 -- 5:00 p.m.

Events all begin at the Gazebo.
BYOB (Bring your own bike.)
Free and open to the public.

Stop by the
Winonan in the
lower hyphen
of Kryzsko
Commons or
e-mail us at
winonan@
winona.edu
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Mayo Clinic reps review Winona State students' resumes
Jenn Holt
Winonan

In today's tough and
competitive job market, it's
important for college graduates
to have their resumes looked
over and critiqued to ensure
they have the best possible
resume when applying for jobs
and internships.
Last
Tuesday
two
representatives from the Mayo
Clinic came to Winona State
University to answer questions
and critique student resumes.
Sue Moen and Katie
Loftus, both Winona .State
graduates and Mayo Clinic
representatives, offered their
professional • advice and
criticisms to students about
possible career field paths they
have chosen.
The Mayo Clinic not only
offers clinic and hospital

services locally in Rochester,
Minn. but also in Jacksonville,
Ha.; and Phoenix and
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Winona State junior Heather
Bray is an English major and
thought the feedback they had
to offer was helpful.
"I thought it was maybe
going to be for only nursing or
health education majors," Bray
said, "but they were from the
human resources department,
so they have a lot of experience
in looking over resumes and
knowing what stands out in
good and bad ways."
Career Services holds and
helps sponsor many e,vents
throughout the year to help our
students get connected with
employers.
"We hold a Career Fair in
Nick FurlongNVinonan

See RESUME, page 5

Katie Loftus, left, from Mayo Clinic human resources, gives resume advice to Heather One, a junior
public relations major, April 6 at Winona State University.
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is to give the child choices
whenever possible.
•"It allows the child to feel they
have a say in what they do, giving
them a sense of control," Nelson
said. "But make sure they are
choices you can live with; don't
give them choices you are going
to regret or back out on in the
future."
The bottom line when it
comes to addressing challenging
behaviors is all about attitude.
"You need to be able to keep
a sense of humor and find ways
to care for yourself You can't
always take what your child says
seriously and you have to be able
to apologize if you say something
you regret to them. If you respect
what they have to say, chances
are they are going to do the same
for you," Nelson said.

os0

Contact Alyssa at
AHoman08@winona.edu
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RESUME

Winona State announces new
College of Liberal Arts Dean
roles including chairman of
the economics department,
associate dean of graduate
school, directing liberal studies
in multidisciplinary programs
and president of the faculty
association.
Townsend has also worked
as a visiting researcher with
Australia's Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Ralph Townsend
Research Organization and is
Winona State University a two-time Fulbright Fellow
has named Ralph Townsend as Scholarship recipient.
Townsend earned his
the new dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and will take effect doctorate degree in economics
from the University of
July 1, 2010.
Most recently, Townsend Wisconsin - Madison.
For more information, call
was chief economist of New
Zealand's Ministry of Fisheries. Beth Sass at 507-457-5012.
He also served a term
as president of the North
American Association of
Fisheries Economists.
As a professor of economics
at the University of Maine Orono, he served twenty years
of tenure and was involved
in a number of leadership
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Sponsored by Minnesota Education
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Well Mew NowMeV
• Monday, April 19th Booths
will be open 10am-3pm
• Hyatt Regency Hotel
• $ 20 Non-Refundable
Registration Fee, discounted
to $ 15 for Early Bird
• Registration (prior to April 12)

Job Fair Association

Meet representatives from 200 school districts
Get more information about school districts
Interview for jobs
Attend school district presentations
www.mcu.csa.org/mnedfair/

POWS! Career Services
• Complete the registrtion
form at winona.edu/career
or stop by maxwell 314 prior
to April 1 eth, 2010
• Candidates must be certified to
teach by January, 2011

P9,?

the fall with over 75 employers
on campus. This year's date
will be October 20, 2010
in McCown gym," Linsdey
Miller said, office manager and
events coordinator, at Career
S ervices.
"We also hold a camp,
internship and volunteer fair
in the spring for students who
I are looking for a summer job
or internship. The job fair held
in Minneapolis for Minnesota
State Universities also takes
place in the spring."
Winona State alumna Ashley
Hazeman, 24, heard about the
event from a coworker.
"I got my undergrad in
psychology, and am currently
in graduate school," Hazeman
said.
"It's a really competitive
market out there for many
career paths, so having my
resume perfect is really
important to me."
Moen and Loftus offered
pizza to students who came
and also offered an information
session later in the afternoon
which focused on resume
building strategies.
"The Mayo Clinic is such
a landmark institution in
Minnesota," Bray said. "The
fact that Winona State has ties
with them is really beneficial to
WSU students, and any advice
from a large organization, I'm
going to definitely consider."
A recruiter hiring for 3M
positions was also on campus
last week to interview Winona
State.
"We are expecting Menards
here on the April 28," Miller
said. "They are accepting
applications and will be
conducting interviews for the
position of manager trainee."
Students with further
questions may contact Career
Services in Maxwell Hall,
room 314.

Contact Jenn at
JHolt6253@winona.edu
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BOWLS

Continued from page 1

Sunday school class were also
provided.
During the fundraiser Mirrors
were displayed containing facts
about poverty obtained from
the Kids Count (CDF) 2000
Census Special Report and
foodshelf.org . According to the
mirrors, more than 50 percent

of the food shelf's adult clients
already maintain jobs and are
still unable to make ends meet.
"We were asked to hang art
on the wall but we just thought
that that was boring," Winona
State student Breana Johnson
said.
Mannequin where also set up

not only in the Watkins gallery
where the fundraiser took
place, but in the student union
as well.
According to Johnson,
who helped setup the event,
the mannequin were setup to
symbolizes to the attendees that
food shelf clients are among us.

According to the Winona
Volunteer Services 2009 end
-of-the-year statistics, more
than 23,300 people were
served by the food shelf, which
averages out to 826 households
a month.
"We have a lot of working
families that either have

Off-Campus Living
there is only °NED

Finding renters the PERFECT home
Off•Campus since 1985
• Over

1 00+

units available for rent

• Houses and Apartments
• Studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms all available!

• UNITS CLOSE TO WSU CAMPUS
Look for us on the corner of Broadway and Main
just 2 blocks from WM; campus

Call (507)452-8808
or e-mail us at grms@hbci.com

greatrivermanagement.com
6•News

reduction of hours or hayed
lost their jobs or just have
other expenses," Director of
Winona's Volunteer Services
Sandra Burke said. "Even
though they may be working
they still need held with food."
While Winona Volunteer
Services does receive state
funding, 14 percent of the food
the shelf received in 2009 came
from individual and church
contributions.
In addition, food contribution
can be dropped off at the
Winona Volunteer Services
office located at 402 E. 2nd St.
"It's a way to address some
of the hunger needs right here
in our local community,"
Plummer said.
Plummer first learned about
the Empty Bowls project
while attending the National
Conference for Educators in
the Ceramic Arts, where a
table was setup explaining the
mechanics and nature of the
project.
Originally,
high
school
teachers John Harton and Lisa
Blackburn started the project
in 1990 to be a creative way
to support a food drive. The
project, as Plummer learned
about it, was designed to
benefit local food shelves.
"Our goals are to raise
money to help organizations
fight hunger," according to the
Empty Bowls Web site.
More information about
Winona Volunteer Services
available at www.winonays.org
Contact Brendan at
BMoore08@winona.edu

Senior Show exhibit
Winona State University's
art department will host
the "Senior Show" exhibits
through Friday, April 30, in
Paul Watkins Gallery. An
opening reception will be held
at 4:30 p.m. in Watkins Lobby.
Watkins Gallery is open 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday. These events are
free and open to the public.

.

What's Happening Around Winona State...
Wednesday
Tacos for Tanzania

Time: 11 am. to 2 p.m.
Date: April 14
Place: Gazebo
Contact: Grace Undis
GHUndis8460@winona.edu

Athenaeum Series: "Beyond the
Confines of This World: A Brief
Journey to Antarctica"

Time: 1 p.m.
Date: April 14
Place: Krueger Library
Second Floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

Saturday

Thursday

Friday

Bicycle Scavenger Hunt

Senior Art Show Exhibit I

Time: 4 to 5 p.m.
Date: April 15
Place: Gazebo
Contact: Gretchen Michlitsch
GMichlitsch@winona.edu

Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Date: April 16
Place: Watkins Hall Lobby
Contact: Kathleen Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

Sexual Violence Awareness Month
Performance of "When..."

Time: 2 to 3 p.m.
Date: April 15
Place: Somsen Auditorium
Contact: Tamara Berg
TBerg@winona.edu

Haiti Bingo Fundraiser

Time: 7 p.m.
Date: April 16
Place: Jack Kane Dining Hall
Contact: Dylon Starr
DStarr07@winona.edu

Monday

Tuesday

Minnesota Education Job Fair

Great River Reading Series:
Connie Wanek

"Miles for Matty" Run/Walk

Time: 9 a.m.
Date: April 17
Place: East Lake
Cost: $15
Contact: milesformatty@gmail.com

Sunday

Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Date: April 19
Place: Minneapolis Hyatt Regency
Hotel
Cost: $15 to $20
Contact: Career Services
careerservices@winona.edu
Healthy Mondays:
Vegetarian Nutrition

Jazz Lecture Recital

Time: 2 p.m.
Date: April 18
Place: Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall
Contact: (507) 457-5250

Time:. 7 p.m.
Date: April 19
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Dining Rooms C and D
Contact: Jill Henscheid
JHenscheid@winona.edu

Time: 5 p.m.
Date: April 20
Place: Science Laboratory Center
Auditorium
Contact: Jim Armstrong
JArmstrong@winona.edu
Senior Art Show Exhibit II

Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Date: April 20
Place: Watkins Hall Lobby
Contact: Kathleen Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu
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OPINION/EDITORIAL
Remember CapX 2020 on Earth Day and beyond
Brian Sanders
Winonan

I love holidays when
Americans pretend to care
about things that they don't.
Now that it's been four weeks
since we celebrated our love
for genuine high Irish culture,
we're due for another. Luckily,
this Saturday is one of them:
Earth Day!
Being a jaded cynic and
making sarcastic remarks in
your school newspaper is one
way to celebrate Earth Day;
I, however, am not that type
of person, so I will instead
celebrate by being at Union
Park behind Winona Health on
Saturday afternoon. I hope you
will too.
One of the most relevant
environmental issues today is
our power — how much we

use, where it comes from, and
who is affected in the process.
In the spirit of Earth Day, I
was recently lucky enough, to
happen upon a `zine entitled
"What to do About CAPX
2020: 700 Miles of Power
Lines that No One Needs, and
what Happened Last time. Or:
Everybody Knows What Goes
Up Must Come Down: On the
Insanity of Infinite Growth."
What a mouthful! Luckily,
this 'zine turned out to be a
mouthful of goodness.
CapX 2020 is a project
being pushed by Xcel Energy
to provide us Minnesotans
with what we desire more
than anything else: more
power lines! Their slogan is
"Delivering electricity you
can rely on," which sounds
soothing enough.
The proposed plan is to build

more than 700 miles of highvoltage transmission lines and
necessary substations. Their
Web site explains that this is
important because electricity
consumption is project to
increase 1 percent annually
from 2008 to 2035, and no
upgrade of the region's electric
transmission infrastructure has
taken place in 30 years.
One of these proposed lines is
a 150-mile line from Rochester
to La Crosse. They recently
applied for a route permit to
cross the Mississippi River at
Alma, Wis. The zine claims
that "Alma was selected over
La Crosse and Winona because
the area is less populated, with
a much smaller community to
resist it."

See POWER, page 9

Bluff City Properties Over 90% Rented
.4A,Z Bluff City Properties, located on Huff St. across from WSU, is 94% rented for the next
academic year. There are only three buildings available with three, four, and five bedrooms. 117 W. Mark, 100 yards from the WSU Library, has five bedroom units for five
renters. Each unit has two full bathrooms, free laundry and free parking. Built in 1996,
each unit has central air conditioning, a dishwasher and a garbage disposal. Updates
include fresh paint, hardwood floors and free flat screen TV in each living room.
Current rent is $379 per month plus utilities.
West of campus on Orrin St. (261/263 Orrin) has 3 bedroom townhomes near Westfield Golf Course and about
seven blocks west of the WSU West campus. These modem townhomes are very spacious. One of the bedrooms
is 20' x 12' with a walk-in closet. There is free parking and each unit has free laundry.
Because of the distance to campus, these places are available for as low as $238 per
person plus utilities, for five. They are also directly on the city bus line, which stops
at Winona State. This year Bluff City is offering to reimburse the
renters for the cost of yearly parking in a WSU parking lot. The rent for four students
is $287.50 per renter. If you desire the luxury of a huge bedroom in a large condo apartment, the rent per person for three renters is still a
very reasonable $370.
The only four bedroom apartment still available is at 401 Olmstead, four blocks west of WSU. This apartment features a large open living
room with lots of natural light. There is a modem kitchen and four nice sized bedrooms. This place is a very good deal at $364 per student
plus utilities. It's certified for five people and one of the bedrooms is big enough for two renters. With five
people rent is only $295.

"Senior Show" exhibits April 12 — 30
Winona State University's
art department hosts the
"Senior Show" exhibits April
12 through 30 in Paul Watkins
Gallery, Watkins Hall.
The Senior Show I theme is
"Together We Are A Part," and
runs from April 12 through 16
with an opening reception at
4:30 p.m. April 14.
Senior Show II theme is
"A-B-C," and runs April 19

through 30.
Senior Show III theme is
"Blind," and runs from April 26
through 30. The reception is at
4:30 p.m. April 21.
Watkins Gallery is open 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesdays. The reception is
at 4:30 p.m. April 28.

8 • Opinion/Editorial

There is still a good selection of one-bedroom and studio/efficiency apartments
near WSU. There are openings at Shorty's Greenhouse, one block from the main
campus. This private dorm built last summer features a private full bathroom
and kitchenette in each unit. Most are quite spacious. This building has security key card access to the main entrance and you can "buzz in" a visitor. A nice
feature about these units is that each one has individual controls for heat and air conditioning. A ceiling fan and
lights on dimmer switches provide nice luxury touches. A large, modern Laundromat is one block away. There
are also one-bedroom apartments available four blocks from campus, near downtown at the "Historic Parkview
Apartments." The Parkview features very spacious rooms and also has security remote access entry.
Inexpensive coin laundry is available in the building. There is a sun deck on the roof with great views of Winona, the bluffs, and the river.
Bluff City Properties has a reputation for excellent student rentals. If you want a nice place at a good value for next school year, you may
want to start getting serious about making a decision and signing fairly soon. The vast majority of leases in Winona begin on June 1. There
are, however, a handful of one-bedroom places with leases beginning in August. The Bluff City (WSYou.com ) office is located across from
the University on Huff St. - it has a large purple awning. The office is open every weekday from 9 AM to 5 PM. Appointments for
showings may be scheduled online, by phone (call 507-454-4444, or 507-313-8373). Walk-Ins are always welcome and you can drop in
anytime without an appointment. The friendly staff are happy to answer all of your questions, and to walk you through the leasing process.
They'll even talk with your parents you want them to - but only if you ask. If you don't want to be left "down in the dumps" for the 20102011 academic year, you may want to take care of this chore soon!

"74 • C.:,
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POWER

Cont'd. from pg. 9

The problem is that in 2010, we
realize that further investments
in dirty energy are just pushing
us more and more in the wrong
direction. It is obvious that we
need to be shifting away from
traditional sources of power and
move toward more sustainable
forms of energy, destroying fewer
habitats, and using fewer resources.
We have already far surpassed any
reasonable level of sustainability;
we cannot continue building
infrastructure to expand that.
By investing our resources in
creating hundreds ofmiles ofpower
lines for coal usage, we are leaving
less room, both economically
and in terms of infrastructure,
for alternative sources of energy.
Hundreds of miles in power lines in
2010 means that we are committed
to expanding our deadly use of coal
over other energy sources.
These power lines will also cause
environmental problems, most
intensely at the point of crossing
the river, disrupting fragile
ecosystems. Across all of these
hundreds of miles of proposed

power line expansion, migratory
songbirds and other wildlife will
be negatively affected. Now, I
understand a common retort: "If
birds are dumb enough to fly
into power lines, then that's their
own problem." I certainly can
empathize with arguments that
appeal to a sense of survival of
the fittest. Birds, however, have to
fly at night and in bad conditions
without headlights, mind you
— and every power line creates a
further risk for these birds. Every
year, 174 million birds are already
killed by power lines in the U.S.
I encourage readers to look
at both the official CapX 2020
website as well as the oppositional
nocapx2020.info. Hopefully we
can all remember that Earth Day
is about more than having a good
time with haphazard environmental
celebrations, but about changing
the way we interact with the rest of
the natural world after thousands
of years of destroying it.
Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Internationa dinner celebrates cultura diversity on campus

Hosts and hostesses at the annual International Dinner dressed in traditional attire of their native countries.
Courtney Kowalke

Winonan
Winona State University's
International Club hosted its

annual International Dinner
last Saturday, April 10 in
the East Hall of Kryzsko
Commons.
Ka Hei Wong, the current
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president of the International
club said, "The event was an
opportunity to "bring faculty,
staff, and students all together
and to promote continuous help
and support for the international
community."
A buffet was provided
consisting of authentic Asian
and European dishes, such as
Chinese Chow Mein, Taiwanese
Fried Rice and Nepali Curry
Chicken, prepared by members
of the club.
The event also showcased
several student essays written
for a contest sponsored by the

Global Connections Program.
Contest winner Lakpa Sherpa,
a native of Nepal, wrote his
essay titled "The Challenges of
Being an International Student
in the U.S."
Other essays showed unique
perspectives on the challenges
and exciting opportunities
faced while attending Winona
State.
Before the meal international
students presented a parade of
flags to represent sixteen of the
countries from which they hail.
The flags were placed
around the room to show

Fred Schulze/Winonan

how, in the words of speaker
and South Korea native YejiLee, international students
have "merged into one big
community" at Winona State.
Entertainment of the evening
consisted of many dances and
expressions of gratitude and
love across cultures.
An Indian Welcome Dance,
which relied on the audience's
interpretation of hand gestures,
facial expressions, and attention
to melody, was performed

See DINNER, page 13

Jakob Dylan's second solo album is perfect for easy listening
Stephanie Alar
Winonan

I bumped into the new music
list, and the first thing I saw was
Bob Dylan's offspring's blue
eyes staring me in the face.
Then I saw Slash.
Hmmm, both entertaining,
but this week, let's stick with
little Dylan.
Jakob Dylan's second solo
album, "Women + Country"
released April 6, uses a similar
tone to his previous solo work
and music with the Wallflowers.
I used to love to listen to the
Wallflowers and noticed the
similarities and differences
between both Bob and Jakob
Dylan's voices.
I can't say I'm upset, though,
that Dylan is solo now.
If I could compare Jakob
Dylan to someone along with
his pops, I'd pick Mason
Jennings.
The first song, "Nothing
But the Whole Wide World,"
is slow but has a beat that you
can't help but feel.
The drums are obvious, as
are the strings.
The next song follows the
tone that the first song set for the
album, starting out with a low
bass line, which is noticeable
throughout the whole song.
He uses creative lyrics that
I love: "In this corner ladies
and gentlemen. Weighing in,
all along my love for her is
strong. We scaled pillars to
here tonight. It's not the kind
of trick you get to pull twice."
Sounds kind of out there and
interesting—similar to his old
man, right?
"Lend A Hand" reminds me
of an old saloon playing swing
music.

I normally wouldn't be stoked
to hear a song like this, but it's
not bad because it's upbeat and
has a consistent "clapping" and
similar baseline as the previous
song.
This song has some sweet
lyrics too: "Roll your sleeves
up. Hold back the dam. Fill
these bags with sand. Every
young boy, woman, eyery tired
old man. You too, have to lend
a hand."
"We Don't Live Here
Anymore" has the same vibe
as the first two songs but the
guitar picking is more obvious
in this song.
It shows where "Country"
comes into play on the album.
There's a woman singing the
chorus with him, and her voice
is a nice touch.
"Everybody's Hurting," has
a more upbeat bass line, some
shaker instruments, and more
strings.
This one's cool, and the same
woman is singing along with
him throughout the chorus.
©Google
The woman singing with
"Women
+
Country,"
Jakob
Dylan's
latest
album,
is
quiet,
calm,
and
slow,
with
interesting
him is Neko Case, and though
I've heard of her, I never really lyrics.
listened, but I'll probably look
into her music more after this won't change...My arms are knew that it was eye for an eye, once, and if you like one song,
which I did, you'd like them
album.
useless without you, they hang and truth for a truth."
"Holy Rollers For Us," has around me with nothing to do."
It's kind of contradictory and all.
I wonder if Bob would be
a catchy beat with the same
"Standing Eight Count" badass.
soft, quiet tone as the rest of the starts off with a marching band
Overall, the album was good. mad if I cheated on him with
It was very quiet, slow, calm his son...
songs.
instrumental.
The "Smile When You Call
It continues softer throughout and definitely an album for
Me That" title sounds like an the song as soon as the drumbeat easy listening, with a lot of
adorable little song.
jumps in.
interesting lyrics.
It's definitely a twangy
I really would have liked to
It's probably the most upbeat
country ballad but based off song on this album.
hear a little more of his upbeat
of the instrumentals, not off of
"Truth for a Truth" has a songs.
I know he's always a chill
Dylan's vocals.
really catchy chorus that I
He's pretty much begging his absolutely love: "Eye for an guy, but could it really hurt to
lady to come back to him.
eye. Truth for a truth. Here I go crazy in a song?
"Oh, I'm drunk and you're lie, my arms around you. Yes,
On the upside, he didn't
Contact Stephanie at
insane and I can't quit and you you would be blind if you only change the tone of the album
STAlar5102@winona.edu
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`Date Night' cast brings star power, but the plot is lackluster
Jordan Corrigan
Winonan

So, • just in case the last
several months of my movie
reviews didn't establish that I
have a taste for sarcasm, last
week's review was proof that
some people just don't get it.
I • seriously question why
people would take more than a
cursory glance at my flowery,
effusive review of "The Last
Song" and assume it was
genuine.
It was an adaptation of
a Nicholas Sparks book st
arring Miley Cyrus— that
much mediocrity should have
collapsed the universe upon
itself—re-read the article
and assume the opposite of
everything I said.
I wrote it as a laugh, partly
as a late April Fool's Day joke,
and also because "Clash of the
Titans" sucked.
FOLLOWING
THE
REVIEW IS ABSOLUTELY,
POSITIVELY, 100 PERCENT
A REVIEW.
"Date Night" is an admirable
failure.
It's an excellent example of
a credible ensemble producing
something that is mediocre at
best and insulting at worst.
The flick centers around the
dull-as-day-old-toast couple
the Fosters (Tina Fey and Steve
Carell), who have a wonderful,
normal life, with a nice
house in New Jersey (yeah, a
contradiction in terms, I know),
and two kids.
They're boring.
I'm relatively sure that
Hollywood cranks out
movies like this just like they
crank out romance flicks –
to convince people they're
missing something, rather than
appreciating what they have.
Anything to keep the floral
and prophylactic industries in
business...
After one particularly boring
book club meeting – about some
Afghani girl menstruating in
the desert – One of the Fosters'
friends mentions they're

©Google
Steve Carell and Tina Fey almost redeem an otherwise mediocre movie about a boring couple's caper filled date night.
-

getting divorced, sparking Phil
Foster (Carell) to wonder if his
wife might be leaving him.
Inspired by terror, he attempts
to switch things up a bit.
Rather than go to the same
restaurant they always go to,
eat the same thing and end up
back at the house having the
same discussion about why
they shouldn't have sex – he
steals a reservation to a fancy
restaurant, and takes his wife
out for a night on the town.
Unfortunately, he snipes the
reservation of a couple wanted
by a mob boss (Ray Liotta, who
needs to eat, I guess).
Thus sets in motion a rather
slapsticky adventure through
New York City with a couple
corrupt cops (Common

12 •Arts & Entertainment

and Jimmi Simpson, who is Night."
It's a semi-passable way to
certainly first in line to play
Christian Slater when he dies) kill a few hours.
I mean, if you've got some
in hot ptirsuit.
There is absolutely nothing in crosswords to do, or perhaps
this movie you haven't seen in a rousing game of Parcheesi,
a million other movies almost don't bother, but if you don't
have any laundry to do, or
exactly like it.
Normally, this is forgivable homework to finish, perhaps
if the chemistry between the some silverware to polish...
leads is exceptionally good, don't bother.
See "The Last Song," instead.
but even though Fey and Carell
are remarkable, and some of
their lines are great, it's their
delivery that makes them so.
With any other actors,
this movie would have been
absolutely excruciating.
So, if you're thoroughly
bored some night soon, and
you've exhausted all your Contact Jordan at
options, check out "Date JMCorrig6623@winona.edu

DINNER

Continued from Page 10

before the meal, while a out walking [this evening] and
traditional Korean Fan Dance, I saw a lot of cars and people
comprised of intricate floral around so I decided to see what
fans and fluid movements, event was being held."
followed.
Also there to enjoy the
Sonya Hernandez from "merged community" was
Venezuela, performed a Khoi Van, a senior at Winona
merengue, a dance originally State from Vietnam.
from the Dominican Republic.
"I do miss the food from
Dances were also performed home the most," says Van of
by students from Africa and the dinner, "so this was good.
Nepal, and a demonstration of I really enjoy coming to this
a Taiwanese Diabolo, a type of every year."
yo-yo concluded the evening's
Future International Dinners
entertainment.
may be different due to the
The event was attended by retirement of Tern Markos, the
nearly 500 students, alumni, current director of International
and community members.
Services and Cultural Outreach.
Winona native Laurie
Markos is responsible for
Jenkinson attended the event the foundation of Winona
due to personal interest: "I was State's cross-cultural outreach

program, as well as the
development of the Study
Abroad program and the
Teaching English to Speaker of
Other Languages major.
"She has dedicated her life
to us and has been a ,champion
for international students," says
Wong.
International alumni sent
well-wishes for Markos.
Jimmy Chan, class of 1987,
"really enjoyed [his] encounter
with Markos," inviting her to
visit his community in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Agnes Alg, who graduated
in 1999 and worked under
Markos during her time at
Winona, recalled her warmth,
graciousness and good cheer,

as well as her sense of humor.
Yeji-Lee said, "The global
outreach program is losing an
extremely valuable advocate,
but she will always be with us
in spirit."
The event concluded with a
series of cultural reflections;
several international students
shared what values were close
to them and how they were
important at Winona State.
"In Bulgaria," said Maria
Zivkovic, "education is the
greatest investment, and I
believe it is the only solution for
understanding, for spreading
knowledge, and for spreading
peace."
Zivkovic also reminded
the audience that the evening

was "not only about food or
entertainment.
It's about coming together,
and recognizing that the human
being has great potential if we
put ourselves in others' places."
As the cultural reflections
ended, the international
students each took a turn telling
the audience "Good bye, until
we meet again," in their native
languages.
Wong assured event-goers
that the tradition of the dinner
will continue, along with
"our love from and for this
community."

Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08_,I)winona.edu

Accounts from Academicians
Have an idea for a fun question
of the week? Email Christina at
CMcDanie8912@winona.edu

(noun) ac-a-de-mi-cianl,a-ke-da-smi-shan

An academic; intellectual

By Christina McDaniel
Photos by Fred Schulze/Winonan

Who is your musical guilty pleasure?
Jade Manley
Freshman
Holmen, Wis. -

4zia

Melissa Paar
Freshman
Holmen, Wis.

81-c)c) e5 &

,

Dunn

Kurt Bowar
Freshman
Newport, Minn.

Lisa Szela
Sophmore
Sobieski, Wis.

17y/eac

Backseteee Boys

Ben Marcotte
Junior
Hutchinson, Minn.

Lady aa3a

Matt Greatens
Sophmore
Oneida, Wis.

"rev/.0,-
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When Cultures Collide:
The Role of Student Governments and Elections Differs
Sunghee Choi
Winonan

The last election for Student
Senate at Winona State
University looked like a horse
race.
The candidates hung up
many posters on the walls of
the buildings.
It made me think of an
election in my country, South
Korea.
Usually, there is an election
in December at universities in
South Korea.
Many candidates can be
seen wearing colorful T-shirts
and placards, in front of the
entrance to the university every

morning.
Between classes, many
presidential candidates
introduce themselves to the
buildings.
Candidates didn't mention
certain pledges.
They just tried to persuade
the students why they should be
Student Body representatives at
Winona State.
It was really impressive that
all of students vote through an
Internet site.
Students at Winona State are
able to simply click and vote
on the Winona State website,
students no longer need to go
to somewhere to vote!
In South Korea, low voting

rate is a problem in establishing
student government.
In my country, elections for
the university body executives
proceed for three days in front
of every building like a real
election.
Candidates try to recruit
people to vote even though
many students are not
concerned with the election.
Sometimes because of public
indifference, the president and
body executives cannot be
chosen because the turnout of
student voters is less than 25
per cent.
As representatives of students
in the university, if the student
government is absent, it could

be a big problem so sometimes
we take a vote again and again
in order to make up the votes
we need for the election.
In South Korea,student
government can be a fight
against campus office
operation.
They usually fight for
reduction of tuition in the
university.
Some student presidents will
go as far as to fast for several
days before campus operation
accepts reduction of tuition.
Protesting students have
occupied the university office
for a few days criticizing many
policies.
I have never seen any protests

at Winona State.
Students try accepting all
policies.
If they have problems they
send an e-mail or call to the
person, not protest.
The election could break
my prejudice that student
government only does
protests on campus rather than
considering the students' needs.

Contact Sunghee at
SChoi09@winona.edu

Convenient and Affordable
University of Wisconsin
Colleges Online Courses
Looking for an affordable way to earn
college credits this summer? Get ahead
with your educational needs by earning
credits with the online courses available
through the University of Wisconsin
Colleges Online—UW courses taught
totally over the internet by UW professors.
Not only will you earn credits towards
your degree, you will have the flexibility
to still enjoy your summer vacation.

Send us your used textbooks
at no cost to you

spend

Millions of items to choose
from at amazonicorn

Bu back titles are urchased b a third

Registration for the Summer Semester is
open until May 21
Find out more online:
online.uwc.edu/landing/us

UNIVERSITY OF WISCO

Colleges
Online
An online Associate

merchan

of Arts

& Science
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WSU Observes the National Day of Silence on
Friday, April 16, 2010
The following faculty, staff and
administrators support Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
and Transgender people on this and every
day
Leslie Albers
Eunice Alsaker
Jodi Anderson
Tamara Berg
Blandine Berthelot
Michael Bowler
Lynda Brezinski
Ed Callahan
Karen Csajko
Ann-Marie Dunbar
Gary Eddy
Sue Eckerson
Vicki Englich
Pam Eyden
Emilie Falc
Pat Ferden
Vanessa Fernandez
Greene
Joan Francioni
Jeanne Franz
Maureen Gerson
Connie Gores
Ken Graetz
Susan Hatfield
Tim Hatfield

Jill Henscheid
April Herndon
Jo Hittner
Alexander Hines
Teri Hinds
Colette Hyman
Jim Hurley
Veronica Johnson
Sally Johnsone
Mary Kessler
Cindy Killion
Kelly Kirby
Marilyn Klinkner
Ann Kohner
Mary Lange
Kendall Larson
Frederick Lee
Steve Leonardi
Dan Lintin
Eugene Lundak
Jamie Ann Meyers
Gretchen Michlitsch
Greg Neidhart
Shirley Newberry
Bill Ng

The Office of the
President
Kate ()Brady
Todd Paddock
Sandy Pankratz
Deb Pelowski
Erin Peters
Glen Peterson
Kathy Peterson
Nancy Peterson
Nancy-Jo Pohlman
Jillian Quandt
Rita Rahoi Gilchrist
Melanie Reap
Tanya Rolfson
Paula Scheevel
Ellen Dodge Severson
Mollee Sheehan
Tammy Swenson
Lepper
Terese Tenseth
Steven Tilson
Heather Williams
Jim Williams

Please check the WSU Calendar for related events.
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Baseball places first in
conference rankings
Ali Carlson

Winonan

The Winona State University
baseball team traveled more
than 250 miles this weekend
to Sioux Falls, S.D. to play
Augustana College in four
games.
The Warriors came up with
three wins for the record book.
Winona State split during the
doubleheader to Augustana on
Saturday.
The Warriors defeated the
Vikings in the opening game,
7-6 and fell behind on the
board in game two, 5-4, of the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference match up.
During game one, the
Warriors were able to claim
the win against Augustana after
they came back from a 6-0
deficit during three innings of
play.
Winona State led by six runs
going into the bottom of the
fourth but Augustana added two
runs to the board in the bottom
of the fourth and an additional
three runs in the sixth inning.
Winona State did not take the
game quite yet as Augustana did
add one more run in the ninth,
but Winona State's Kodey
Simon shut off the Vikings to
claim the victory.
During game one, Simon
recorded the win for the
Warriors. Jared Anderson and
John Magee each drove in two
runs. Tony Mueller finished
with three hits, while Anderson
and Joe Kley each had two hits
during the game.
Three home runs were added
to the statistics for the Warriors.
Magee hit his ninth home run
of the year, Kley with fifth and
Sam Henriksen for his second.
During game two for the
Winona State, the Warriors
went into the bottom of the
seventh inning with a lead

16 • Sports

of 4-2 over the Vikings. The
lead by Winona State didn't
last throughout the game, as
Augustana came back to score
three runs and claim the win
from the Warriors.
"We gave up a couple free
bases (walks). We need to make
the opponents earn every base,"
Nathan Van Roekel said.
Ronnie Olson finished game
two, with three hits and three
runs driven in.
Tony Mueller and Adam
Gemuenden each had two hits
for the Warriors.
"The weekend highlight was
winning both games Sunday,"
John Wenker said. "Our goal
was to take at least three games
from them this weekend and
losing one Saturday meant we
needed to win two on Sunday."
The Warriors closed the
weekend against the Augustana
Vikings with two " wins, 11-3
and 9-8, respectively.
During game one on Sunday,
the Warriors recorded runs in
each of the first six innings to
take the 11-2 lead.
Augustana was able to record
an additional run in the eighth
inning but were not able to
close the gap any further on the
Warriors.
Leading the Warriors with
three hits and two runs was
Kley, while Mueller, Magee
and McMullen each recorded a
pair of hits.
McMullen had totaled four
runs batted in.
Andrew DeSousa pitched
eight innings, giving up three
runs on seven hits and three
walks. He ended the game
with four strike outs to earn the
Warriors win.
"The rest of the year will be
a battle and we have to take it
one game at a time, one pitch
at a time, and one at-bat at a
time," Tyler Payne said. "Our
goal is to win the conference

Aa
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Rory O'Driscoll/VVinonan
Winona State University's Jim Kovacs pitches during Wednesday's game against Upper Iowa University
in Winona.

championship outright, and win
the conference tourney which
would allow us to participate in
the regional tourney."
In game two on Sunday,
Magee hit a lead-off home run
in the sixth inning proving to be
the difference for the Warriors.
Kodey Simon threw the final
frame to earn the save, while
only giving up two runs to the
Vikings.
The Warriors led the Vikings
after four innings by earning a
run in the first inning, followed
by four runs in the third and
three runs in the forth.
Mueller, Jared Anderson and

Magee all initiated the offense
for Winona State each having
home runs.
Anderson finished the last
game of the weekend with two
hits, two runs and had three
RBI, while Magee finished
with two hits.
Kley added two hits, scored
a run and drove two runners in.
Mueller pitched the first six
innings to record the win for
the Warriors during game two.
"We are having a great
season so far, we just need to
keep working hard everyday
and stay consistent," Hans
Heggernes said. "We want to

win three out of four or four out
of four games every series from
here on out. We are sitting in
first place right now, and that's
a great feeling."
The Warriors will be back
in action against Upper Iowa
University in Fayette, Iowa on
Wednesday.

Contact Ali at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

Track team ranked twelfth nationally
Dan Geisler
Winonan

The Winona State University
Track and Field team was
another Winona team seeing a
busy weekend these last couple
days.
Winona State Track and Field
traveled to St. Peter, Minn. for
the Lee Krough Invite this
weekend.
Many athletes performed
well, continuing to set Winona
State records as benchmarks
for Track and Field.
Kelly Shaw and Rebecca Stier
both qualified for the NCAA D2
Track and Field Championships
helping to support Winona's
strong performance in the
new outdoor season. "It was a
good meet for us. We had some

outstanding
performances
and some not so outstanding,
much like most meets. I think
our student-athletes handled
themselves well and took
advantage of the nice weather
and the good competition,"
Mason Rebarchek, Winona
State University's head Track
and Field coach, said.
"This was a non-scored
meet, so there was no gauge to
how the team did' as a whole.
Individually, I think the most
noteworthy performances were
the two automatic NCAA II
qualifying performances by
Shaw and Stier in the 400 meters
and Shot Put, respectively,
both of which were also school
records. As well as the school
record performance in the
4x400 meter relay," Rebarchek

said.
Winona State Track and Field
is currently ranked twelfth
nationally, while also being
ranked fourth place preseason
pick by coaches.
"Breaking records is always
exciting and it's a good indicator
that your team is improving.
The national ranking gives us
an indication of how our top
people stack up against the
rest of division two on a purely
point-based scale and the NSIC
pick is nothing more than a
prediction by the other NSIC
coaches as to where they think
we'll finish. In the end they
don't mean anything.
The great thing about track
and field is that no one's
opinion of you determines
your success. The stop watch

and the tape measure 'don't lie.
Your ranking going into the
postseason has zero affect on
the outcome. It all comes down
to your own performance at
the championships (NSIC and
NCAA)," Rebarchek said.
Winona State Track and
Field throwers individually are
also seeing a strong season.
"We have a fantastic group of
throwers with a lot of talent
and great work ethic. Mike,
our throws coach, is very, very
good at what he does and the
athletes believe in him. That
combination makes for some
really great things," Rebarchek
said.
With some defining meets
yet to come, Winona State has
continued to show drive and
skill.

The team is excelling in
the transition from indoor to
outdoor seasons and is excited
to now be able to host some
home-game meets here in
Winona.
"We are very excited to be
able to host home meets this
year. There's a sense of pride,
I think, when you are able to
bring other teams to your place
and host a meet," Rebarchek
said.
Up next for the Winona
State Track and Field team
will be their meet in LaCrosse,
Wis. April 16th for the Esten
Challenge.

Contact Dan at
DGeisler06@winona.edu

Protect Your Identity!
PHISHING
WHAT IS IT?
• Simply put PHISHING is an email fraud method. The perpetrator sends out legitimate-looking email in an attempt
to get your personal and financial information.
• Recently we have detected several of these emails here at Winona State University.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
• If you receive an email that asks for your PASSWORD, CREDIT CARD, or any
other private data - DO NOT respond (email, web form, etc.). Although these
emails can (and usually do) look official and appear to be sent from a legitimate
source, they are SCAMS. The WSU Information Technology Department would
never ask you to reveal private information such as your password via email.
This is also true of your Bank, PayPal, e-Bay, etc.
• Never give your password to anyone for any reason!
• Questions? Call TSC Phone Support at 507.457.5240.
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IT Department
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Warrior Spotlight
Golfer Emma Schmitz
Name: Emma Schmitz
Hometown: Sparta, Wis.
High School: Sparta High
School
Major/Minor:
Special Education / Coaching
The most challenging part
of the game: The mental
game I think is the most
challenging part of my game.
I am usually pretty good
at letting a bad shot go, but
sometimes it does affect my
next shot.
Why did you decide to play
at Winona State? I received
an athletic scholarship from
the university and loved the
campus and surrounding
area.
Who is your role model?
Why? My role models would
have to be my parents. They
are both such kind-hearted,,
caring, hardworking people
and have raised me to be the

same way.
Favorite part of playing the
sport:
My favorite part would have
to be making that perfect shot
and the fact that you can play
golf your entire life.
Favorite sports team: Green
Bay Packers
Hobbies: Golf, slow-pitch
softball, reading
Plans after graduation: My
plans after graduation include
finding a job teaching special
education and hopefully
being a part of the golf
program at the school I work
at.
Something others might not
know about you: I have been
playing golf since I was eight
years old.
Favorite food: Chicken
Favorite movie: "The Ugly
Truth"

If you could meet anyone in
the world (past or present),
who would it be? Why? Highlights
and
Annika Sorenstam, because accomplishments
while
she really took women's golf playing at Winona: My
to a higher level.
major highlight from my four
Memorable moment/ years would be being a vital
highlight from this season part of winning the Concordia
so far: My most memorable St. Paul tournament. It was a
moment from the season huge win for us as a team and
so far would have to be our it was great to have so many
team .winning the thirteen parents there supporting us.
team Concordia St. Paul
Invitational last fall.
Outlook for the rest of the
season: We are all starting
to come together and turn in
some good scores as a team,
so I think we will finish these
last few weeks of the season Contact Ali Carlson at
strong.
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

Five golfers from women's team place within top 50
Ali Carlson
Winonan

Fred Schulze/Winonan

Preparing for the Multi-Team
Tournament this weekend, the
Warriors got their swings in
during the Upper Iowa Spring
Invitational and the Augustana
Spring Invitational.
April 2-3, the Warriors
traveled to Ankeny, Iowa
competing against nine teams
and placing seventh amongst
them. The Warriors scored
round of 338-323 for a 661
during the two-day invitational.
"We struggled a bit the first
weekend as a team coming up
with a seventh place finish,"
Emma Schmitz said. "The wind
was a big factor throughout the
tournament with wind speeds
up to 25 mph."
Golfing for the Warriors were

Paige Schmidt, Emma Schmitz,
Michelle Narveson, Courtney
Sovereign and Cassandra
Johanns.
All five Warrior golfers
placed within the top 44
participants.
Narveson
(83-83-166)
was only two strokes behind
Schmidt and Schmitz to tie
for thirty-first place while
Sovereign (86-81-167) tied for
thiry-third place.
This past weekend Winona
State recorded rounds of 323
and 313 to total 636 and a
fourth-place finish. Twelve
teams competed in the
Augustana Spring Invitational.
Leading for the Warriors
was Narveson, who recorded
a 152 for the two-day, 36-hole
tournament, going over par by
eight. Narveson tied for fifth

after recording the identical
rounds of 76.
Not far behind Narveson with
a score of 157 was Sovereign,
shooting an 80 on Saturday and
77 on Sunday, going over par
by 13.
"We played better on day
two.
We made a lot of improvement
to prepare for the conference

meet and hopefully the regional
meet," Narveson said.
The women will be in Lake
City, Minn. for the MultipleTeam Tournament on April 17
and 18.

Contact Ali Carlson at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

EDSTROM PROPERTIES

Renting to students for 35 years
• 3 & 4 bedroom apartments available
• Prices range from $349 - $389 each
*Heat included
• Laundry on premise- some off street parking
Call Carol!

507-454-1909
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Men's golf places sixth in NSIC championship
David Baertschi

Winonan
The Winona State Warriors
men's golf team participated
in the NSIC Spring Golf Men's
Championship Apr. 9-11, at the
Jewel Golf Club in Lake City,
Minn.
As a team the . Warriors
finished in sixth place with an
overall score of 51-over par.
Head Coach Mike Abraham
said, "The tournament went
great, it was our best of the
season."
Brady Strangstalien led the
Warriors shooting a 4-over par
combined score of the three

days of competition.
Strangstalien shot the best
individual score on one round
of anyone at the competition
with a 66. He finished in
fifth place of the individual
competitors.
Coach Abraham was really
pleased with the play of
Strangstalien he said, "It was a
lot of fun to see his career low
as a collegiate golfer, a few
tough swings took him out or
contention for the win, but he
played great."
Tyler Whitley shot the
second best score for Winona
State with a 12-over par and
finished tied for eighteenth

place overall.
Next for the Warriors was
Eric Christensen, over the three
round he finished with a 17over and in a tie for thirtieth
place overall.
Maxwell Borgardt finished
fourth for the Warriors by
shooting a 19-over par and he
was in a tie for thirty fifth place
overall.
Jake Weber shot a 31-over
par for the Warriors and came
in forty-sixth place at the
championship.
Earlier in the week, April 7
the golf team took on Viterbo
University at the Golf Club and
Cedar Creek in Onalaska, Wis.

The Warriors were not able to
pull out a win over Viterbo.
Christensen led the way for
the Warriors with a score of 76;
Strangstalien was just behind
him with a score of 77.
Whitely shot a 82, Jake
Weber shot 'an 85, and Jared
Pfeffer shot an 87 to round
out the team scores for the
Warriors.
The team finished with a
score of 320, putting them in
just behind Viterbo who scored

a 307.
`Borgardt competed as an
individual at the competition
and shot a 79.
Coach Abraham said, "We're
looking forward to the rest of it
and hopefully getting guys to
qualify for regionals."
The regionals are the next
time the Warriors golf team is
back in action and that is May
3-5.
Contact David at
DBaertschi08@winona.edu

SURE
MY SANDWICHES

Tennis dominates in St. Peter matches
Dan Geisler

Winonan
It was a busy weekend the last
few days for the Winona State
University's women's tennis
team with four matches against
Bethel University, Northern
State University, Gustavus
Adolphus College, and
Minnesota State UniversityMankato.
Winona racked up two
blowout victories in the home
game against Bethel and in St.
Peter, MN against Northern
State. Both games ended with
9-0 wins for the Warriors.
Winona couldn't quite
manage to come out with four
victories as the team lost, 4-5
in St. Peter against Gustavus.
Despite the minor setback,
Winona came back to finish off
the weekend with a win of 6-3
against Mankato.
"It was a very successful
weekend! The most important
match was definitely against
Mankato because they're
tough and in our conference,
so that was a really exciting
win for the team. It was also
really exciting to be so close
to beating Gustavus because
they're always really tough
and it was fun to watch them
sweat a little bit," Head Coach,
Courtney Zinter, said.

All players worked hard
through all of their matches.
Heather Pierce, Winona's top
player won her first set against
Gustavus and was down her
second set with a score of 2-5,
but managed to push out a win
of 7-5 by the end of the match
against Gustavus.
"The whole team played
awesome and I am so proud
of them for what they
accomplished this weekend.
Both Heather Pierce and ,Mary
Hesterman went 8-0 on the
weekend, winning all of their
doubles matches together and
winning all of their singles
matches," Zinter said.
Despite the one loss against
Gustavus, Zinter said the team
couldn't have played much
better than they did with such a
tight schedule.
"I don't think I could have
asked any more of the team this
weekend, even though we lost
to Gustavus, it came right down
to the final matches and every
single player left everything
they had on the court, that's the
only thing I can really expect or
want from them," Zinter said.
Winona State finally had a
home game against Bethel,
their first home-game match
since February.
The team brought a swift
victory and enjoyed some quiet

time on their home courts.
"The team always enjoys
playing at home, but it was a
quiet match for us. Most of the
parents who normally come
to watch decided to come to
Mankato, so we didn't have too
many fans at the tennis center.
But, we're hoping that a lot of
fans will come out to support
the team in its final home
matches of the season," Zinter
said.
Zinter said the team is
heading into the remainder of
the season with confidence
and she's not surprised by the
season so far.
"Things are kind of settling
the way we expected them to in
terms of conference standings
and match outcomes, so now
it's just going to he a matter
of finishing out strong and
heading into the conference
tournament ready to work hard
and have fun," Zinter said.
Up next for Winona Women's
Tennis is their match against
Bemidji State, set to take place
at 10:00 AM, here in Winona
on Saturday April 17th.
The team hopes to be
continuing a strong season as it
comes to a close.
Contact Dan at
DGeisler06@winona.edu

ARE GOURMET.
BUT THE ONLY THING

155 E. 3RD ST.
507.454.4711
FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
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Sam Hendrikson
slides into second
for Winona State
University,
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